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-----------------------------------------------------1 August 2015
------------------------------------------------------

Letter of verification / initalization
As sent to a sample of internationally renowned media (sample see 30 July 2015):
((Subject)) Realising the same right to the world – Checking the leading media
((Text – Example NYT))
> Please check your status / show your potential – right after the short intro
Dear …
The New York Times is considered a leading publication. Brilliantly reflecting
what people do… In the world as we know it.
But is it also up to a bigger challenge: Reflecting the NEWEST options?
Namely: The potential of the web to realise, for the first time in history,
every humans same right to the world?
PROJECT HUGO shows how to end today's violation of the same right to
the world; how to replace it with a proper exchange-system for areas
with all their resources and opportunities.
So there's a sensational opportunity for a more just and more efficient world.
AND AN IMPORTANT ROLE FOR ATTENTIVE MEDIA:
As a rights system, the new possibility isn't advanced by companies like
commercial products. And as an exchange-system directly among all humans,
it isn't taken care of by conventional institutions.

It's NEW stuff, calling for NEW information, NEW orientation, NEW dynamics.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
From August 2015, PROJECT HUGO publicly documents what
exemplary media have to say about the new possibility to realise
the same right to the world thanks to the web.
// Please check your status
THE NEW YORK TIMES
Publications about realising the same right to the world via web
before August 2015: 0
> If something slipped my attention, please send!
// Please check your potential
Publications about realising the same right to the world via web
starting form August 2015: ???
> Please send PDF / link as soon as you've something to say!
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Best regards
Jürg Inniger
For questions and feedbacks: Phone +41 79 344 21 82, hugo@start-hugo.com
To discuss in person: Invite me to New York or visit the Swiss mountains!

-----------------------------------------------------31 July 2015
------------------------------------------------------

Starting at zero
Articles / broadcasts about realising the same right to the world via web in this sample
before August 2015: 0

-----------------------------------------------------20 July 2015
------------------------------------------------------

When will the news be NEW?
A world novelty … Concerning everyone by its very nature … Enhancing the material
situation of most readers and viewers … Setting a basis for credible peace …
One should think that's news worth spreading.
However, the media didn't manage to bring up the subject so far. No stories about the
greater possibilities of the web. Nothing about the new opportunity to realise
everyone's same right to the world.
It's easier to show pictures of starving children ore drowning refuges than picturing
a system that would change most of that.

Tragically, by not seeing the newest opportunity in the media, most people don't
realise it's there. Even worse: Most take the absence as "proof" that something new
"isn't possible anyway".
CHECKING THE LEADING MEDIA fills this vacuum. Starting by showing it:
While the possibility to realise the same right to the world via web is there, the number
of articles / broadcasts about it is zero. (Other than rare hints on Hugo in an early stage)
A sample of internationally distributed or referred to newspapers, magazines, tv stations
clearly indicates this. Since media are eager to write the same as the others, one can
assume that it's zero as a whole.

CHECKING THE LEADING MEDIA starts with today's dinos … But if others are faster
and more attentive than those with the biggest resources, welcome to proof it!
At the end of the day, it's about who's REALLY leading. Who's really up to NEW news:
Who's leading in making people understand which problems disappear and which
chances arise when economy and world order are put on a proper bases? Let's see!

